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Abstract— A Timetabling Problem is an NP-hard
combinatorial optimization problem which lacks analytical
solution methods. During the last two decades several algorithms
have been proposed, most of which are based on heuristics like
evolutionary computation methods. Here, to solve this problem we
design a specific genetic algorithm with fuzzy constraints. Our
method incorporates a self-learning genetic algorithm with
indirect representation based on event priorities and heuristic
local search operators. By using fuzzy sets we measure the
violation of soft constraints in the fitness function in order to
include inherent uncertainty and vagueness involved in data. The
proposed method satisfies all of the hard constraints of the
problem and achieves a significantly better score in satisfying the
soft constraints. The algorithm is computationally tractable as it is
demonstrated on a small, realistic example for which an optimal
solution is already known due to exhaustive calculation. The
structure of the algorithm enables parallel computations which
are necessary for solving large problems.
Index Terms—Fuzzy Sets, Hard
Constraints, Timetabling Problem.

Constraints,

Soft

I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we deal with Timetabling Problem (TP), see
[2], [8], [24], [25]. This problem represents one of the most
interesting practical problems faced by universities (schools,
colleagues, professional education facilities etc.) and
education companies (offering e.g. management skills
courses etc.) today. The problem is formulated as the
allocation of given resources (teachers, students, employees
etc. as well as classrooms) to objects (lectures, seminars,
educational events etc.) being placed in time, space and
satisfying all of the given constraints of existing facilities so
that a set of desirable objectives are satisfied as nearly as
possible. Here, we focus only on a so called course (event
etc.) timetabling problem. The real life timetabling problems
have many various forms, such as education timetable
(courses and examinations), employee timetable, timetable of
sports events, timetable of construction, timetable of
transportation, services etc. It is well known that timetabling
problems and scheduling problems are generally NP-hard
constrained optimization problems, see e.g. [5]. Usually no
exact algorithm (excluding total enumeration) is known
which generates a solution within a reasonable time. These
problems are also classified as constraint satisfaction
problems, see [5]. Due to the complexity of the problem,
most of the publications concentrate on heuristic algorithms

which try to find ―good‖ approximate solutions, see [1] - [4],
[10], [20] - [25], [29]. Some of these include Genetic
Algorithms (GA), see [6], [13], [27], [31], Tabu Search (TS),
see [11], [16], [33], and Simulated Annealing (SA), see [28],
[32]. Heuristic optimization methods are explicitly aimed at
looking for good feasible solutions that eventually may not be
optimal where the complexity of the problem or limited time
available does not allow the finding of an exact solution.
Generally, two questions arise:
1. How fast is the ―optimal‖ solution computed?
2. How close is this solution to the exact optimal one?
Between time and quality a tradeoff is often required, and
this is taken care of by running the simple algorithm more
than once. The empirical evaluation of the heuristic method is
based on the analytical difficulty involved in the problem and
pathological worst case result. Recently, these heuristic tools
have been combined among themselves with knowledge
elements, see [13], [23], [28], [32], as well as with more
traditional approaches. Keeping in view recent achievements,
this work attempts to develop genetic algorithms with fuzzy
constraints for a TP. A specific feature of our timetable
problem is a formulation of the soft constraints of the
problem by using fuzzy sets, and in particular trapezoidal
fuzzy numbers, allowing for the calculation of grades of
membership. It is evaluated in the fitness function (i.e. the
objective function) that characterizes the solution of the
problem and calculates its overall fitness values as a sum of
joint areas for all soft constraints. Our formulation of the
problem has proven to be suitable for the reduction of
calculation time. This is a significant and novel contribution
of the paper because such formulation is very important from
practical point of view in many TP problems. Our method
incorporates also an original formulation of the self-learning
genetic algorithm using an indirect representation based on
the event priorities and heuristic local search operators. We
tested our approach on the real timetabling problem at the
Silesian University in Opava – School of Business
Administration in Karvina, Czech Republic. The problem
size is characterized by the following parameters: number of
rooms is 43, number of events is 705, number of students
is 1807, number of teachers is 112. We ran the genetic
algorithm for that problem and it was terminated when there
was no increase in fitness fiction for 1000 generations, which
took about 5 hours on the standard model of PC with a 2 GHz
processor. The final timetable satisfied all of the hard
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constraints, i.e. there were no time conflicts for the teachers
The purpose of the clash matrix C is to determine which
and all of the events were placed in acceptable rooms and also events should not be scheduled at the same time for each
in acceptable times. The contents of the paper are as follows. event. Each element of the clash matrix cij is a binary
In Section 2, a TP is described with corresponding variable, i.e. cij  {0;1}. If Ei and Ej cannot be scheduled at
nomenclature and notation. A specific new feature of the the same time, then cij = 1, otherwise, cij = 0. Clash elements
problem included in the overall fitness function is described are equal to one for all events that are performed by the same
in Section 3. Section 4 is devoted to a detailed formulation of teacher or attended by the same student group. Some rooms
the proposed genetic algorithm. An application of the GA in a are not acceptable for specific events given by the room
case study of a smaller extent is presented in Section 5. The acceptance matrix A. Each element of the room acceptance
last sections summarize the results of the paper and give matrix aij is a binary variable, i.e. aij  {0;1}.
some hints for the future research in the area.
III. SOFT CONSTRAINTS AND FITNESS FUNCTION
II. COURSE TIMETABLING PROBLEM
Uncertainty measures and vagueness associated with the
A course timetabling problem (CTP) consists of finding
the exact time allocation within a limited time period for a
number of events (lectures, seminars) and assigning them to a
number of resources (teachers, students and classrooms) so
that the constraints are satisfied, see e.g. [8], [21]. The
constraints to be satisfied by the timetable are usually divided
into two categories: hard and soft ones. Hard constraints must
be rigidly fulfilled. Such constraints include the following
requirements:
(1) No resource (teachers, student groups and rooms) may be
assigned to different events (e.g. lectures) at the same time.
(2) The rooms assigned to an event must belong to the set of
valid resources for that event. In this regard, the event is held
in a room if the proper infrastructural arrangements are there
to organize the event, e.g. information technology etc.
(3) The event is assigned to a teacher if he has the knowledge
and capability for delivering that particular event.
On the other hand, it is desirable to fulfill soft constraints to
the best extent possible, but it is not extremely essential for a
feasible solution. Now we describe the input data for the
scheduling problem and formalize the optimization model. In
this model we use the following notation:
nR

–

nE

–

number of available rooms (classrooms,
offices), {R1, R2, …, RnR } – set of available
rooms,
number of events (actions, lectures,
seminars), {E1, E2, …, En E } – set of events

soft constraints of the problem in the final timetable schedule
are modeled by fuzzy sets allowing grades of membership.
Our approach allows for the expressing of some preferences
to the ultimate schedule so that the related measure of
violation is appropriately represented. Among a variety of
shapes that can be used to represent membership functions
we prefer rectangular, triangular and trapezoidal, and other
shapes, e.g. bell curves, s-curves etc., are not applied here.
Usually, a shape of membership function is subjective and
allows for the expressing of a teacher´s preferences, see
Fig. 1, showing an example of a trapezoidal membership
function of a teacher.
1

0

–

nS

–

nP

–

(group of students),
number of time slots (time periods),
{P1, P2, …, Pn P } – set of time slots

nG

–

(time periods),
number of time-room slots,
{G1, G2, …, GnG }–set of time-room slots.

C = {cij}

–

A = {aij}

–

clash matrix with elements cij;
i = 1, 2,…, nE; j = 1, 2, …, nE.
room acceptance matrix with elements aij;
i = 1, 2, …, nR; j = 1, 2, …, nE.

2

3

4

5

6

FIG. 1. Teacher preference membership function p(t)

A scheduled timetable is then expressed by a rectangular
membership function r(t) which is equal to 1 for all times
when the teacher is doing the event, see Fig. 2.

1

(actions),
number of teachers, {T1, T2, …, Tn }
T
– set of teachers,
number of students (group of students),
{S1, S2, …, S n S } – set of students

nT

1

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

FIG. 2. Scheduled timetable membership function r(t)

The membership function of satisfaction with teacher
preferences s(t) is then expressed by the minimum operator,
i.e. by formula
The membership function of satisfaction with the teacher
preferences s(t) for r(t) and p(t) above is shown in Figure 3.
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FIG. 3. Membership function of satisfaction with teacher
preferences s(t)

The teacher´s satisfaction with the scheduled timetable
H(r,p) is based on the joint area under the membership
functions s and r using the formula
,
where calculation of

(1)
depends on the values of

parameters a, b, c, d, and

on the values of u, v as

shown in Table 1. After the timetabler has produced a
timetable, it is evaluated by the fitness function which
characterizes the solution and calculates its overall fitness
values as a sum of weighted scores and penalties for all
constraints, hard and soft. The fitness function z is defined in
(2), and the optimization problem is defined as follows:
nT

z  ∑H i r , p  → min;
i 1

nE

s.t.

∑xijk ≤1 , j = 1, 2, …, nR , k = 1, 2, …, nP,

(2)

i 1
nR nP

∑∑xijk  1 , i = 1, 2, …, nE,
j 1 k 1
nR nP

∑∑a jk  xijk  1 , i = 1, 2, …, nE,
j 1 k 1

 cil sametimexijk , xlmn   0 .
n E nE n R n P n R n P

i 1 l 1 j

k

m

n

Here, xijk is a binary variable determining whether the event
Ei is scheduled in the room Rj and time-slot Pk. The
expression sametime(xijk,xlmn) is the function that is equal to 1
if the event Ei is scheduled at the same time as the event El,
otherwise it is equal to zero, i.e.:
k  n,
1 for
sametime xijk , xlmn  
otherwise.
0





TABLE 1. Calculation of Joint Area S

IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM FOR TIMETABLING
PROBLEM
(2)
In this section, we present a genetic algorithm (GA) for our
(2)
course timetabling problem. To solve the timetabling
problem, we develop an optimization method based on GA
that incorporates a number of techniques and specific local
search operators. It is well known that GA is an iterative
search procedure widely used in solving optimization
problems motivated by biological models of evolution. A
population of candidate solution is maintained in each
iteration, see e.g. [12]. Specific genetic operators such as
mutation and crossover are applied to evolve solutions and
find a ―good solution‖ that has a high chance to survive for
the next iteration. Firstly, the method is required to encode
the timetable solution into an encoded form or chromosome
suitable for applying genetic operators. Generally, two
different approaches are considered, which are direct and
indirect. A direct representation directly encodes all event
attributes: classroom, teacher, time slot, etc. for all events.
GA has to make decisions for all of the timetable parameters
and deliver a complete and constraint free schedule.
However, directly encoded solutions that undergo genetic
operators frequently result in invalid solutions that have to be
handled. An indirect representation [24], on other hand,
considers an encoded solution i.e. a chromosome that usually
represents an ordered list of events which are placed into a
timetable according to some predefined method (timetable
builder).
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indirectly by the evaluation mechanism from low level
A. Timetable builder
The timetable builder can use any combination of values.
heuristics and local searches to place events into a timetable
TABLE 2. The structure of a gene element
while observing the constraints of the problem. For GA
Name
Description
Range
implementation of this work, we have considered an indirect
E
Optimized
variable
[0;1]
x
representation that encodes 3 fields for each event into the
chromosome:
Parameter of mutation
[-1;1]
q mE
(a) Teachers to be assigned to events – here, this problem is
Radius of mutation
[0;0.5]
rmE
performed beforehand (manually) as each teacher´s
profession (specialization) determines his/her allocation to
Probability of crossover
[0;1]
p cE
particular events:
Ratio of crossover
[0;1]
rcE
Parameter of deletion
[-0.1;0.1]
(b) Classroom where the event will be held.
qE
d

(c) Time slot within the classroom. All fields are first
encoded and then entered into the chromosome as real
numbers. When GA produces such a solution, it first decodes
it to gain these 3 fields for every event in the schedule. Then
the timetabler is invoked and works as follows:
(i) It sorts events according to their priority values in
ascending order. Values with high priorities are placed first.
(ii) It takes the first event with the highest priority, marks it as
taken, and places it into the schedule.
(iii) Starting from a time slot it places the event and checks if
any constraint is violated. If the allocation is not fixed, the
algorithm moves on to the next event.
(iv) The violated constraints are allocated to the event into
subsequent time periods until all constraints are satisfied.
(v) If no time period exists for which all constraints are
satisfied, the event is marked to violate the maximum time
periods which exceed the constraints.
(vi) The algorithm continues with the next event in the list.
When all events have been processed, the timetabler stops.
The timetabler satisfies all hard constraints and all other
constraints are satisfied in a satisfaction degree calculated by
the fitness function Helpful Hints.
B. Genetic Algorithm Encoding
Encoding is a major element of every genetic algorithm.
The idea of the proposed encoding consists of a redundancy
of information through a hierarchical evaluation of
individuals. Each individual - chromosome is composed of
Ng genes, where each gene is linked to exactly one optimized
variable. Each gene is composed of Ne gene elements. The
number of gene elements varies for each gene, and this is
continuously updated throughout evolution. Each gene
element contains low-level parameters which encode the
optimized variables and parameters of evolution. All
parameters are listed in Table 2.
The upper index ―E‖ denotes that it is a gene element value
of the parameter. As the encoding is hierarchical, there are
several levels of the parameters, so gene values of parameters
are marked by the upper index ―G‖, individual values by ―I‖
and population values by ―P‖. Since genetic operators are
applied only to the low level values of parameters (gene
element), the upper level values of parameters cannot be
updated directly through the evolution process, only

q uE

Parameter of duplication

[-0.1;0.1]

s mE

Identifier of myself for mating

[0;1]

s wE

Wanted partner for mating

[0;1]

rrE

Ratio of replacement

[0;1]

rt E

Ratio of population for selection

[0;1]

nd

r pE

Ratio of population for 2 partner
selection

[0;1]

c dE

Coefficient of death

[0;1]

N pE

Wanted size of population

[0;1]

C. Gene Parameters Evaluation
The encoding is polyploiditial, i.e. each gene is composed of
Ne gene elements. The number of gene elements is variable
and undergoes evolution. Gene values of gene elements are
evaluated by formula (3) as

XG =

1
Ne

Ne

∑X

E
i .

(3)

i =1

where X stands for parameters that must be evaluated, i.e. x,
sm, sw, rr, rt, rp, cd, Np, it.
D. Individual Parameters Evaluation
Parameters concerning the whole individual, such as s mI , s wI ,

rrI , rt I , r pI , c dI , N pI are evaluated by formula (4) as
X

I

1
=
Ng

Ng

∑X

G
i .

(4)

i =1

E. Population Parameters Evaluation
Parameters concerning the whole population, rrP , rt P , c dP ,
N pP , are evaluated as weighted average, with weights

according to their relative fitness w f defined as
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where i is an index of ith individual in population sorted by Mutation. The mutation operator is applied to every gene
fitness in descending order, i.e. the individual with the element with probability p E  q E . Moreover, every gene
m
m
highest value of the fitness function has the value of i equal to
1, and the individual with the second highest value of the element has its own probability of mutation. The mutation
formula is defined as
fitness function has the value of i equal to 2 etc.
F. Genetic Operators
A standard genetic algorithm uses standard genetic operators:
(i) Selection – a standard tournament selection method.
(ii) Crossover – a standard uniform crossover with
probability of crossover pc.
(iii) Mutation – a standard mutation operation with
probability pm.
As the proposed encoding is specific, the genetic operators
must be adjusted to fit the encoding. There are not only
common genetic operators such as selection, crossover or
mutation used, but also some specific ones, as described in
following text.
Selection. In genetic algorithms the selection of both mating
parents is usually based on their fitness, but this is not true in
nature. In nature, a winner of a tournament selects his/her
partner according to his/her individual preferences. One thing
that is important is that he/she cannot take into account his
genotype, i.e. directly the values of his/her genes nor his/her
fitness, but only his/her phenotype, i.e. only expression of the
genes to the outside. In a similar way, we try to imitate nature
I

I

I

by using parameters s m and s w . The parameter s w
represents individual preferences for mating, and the
I

parameter s m represents an individual’s phenotype for
mating, so the first parent is selected by a tournament
P

selection method with a variable ratio of population rt from
which the fittest individual is selected. The second parent is
selected according to the individual’s preferences represented
by the parameter s wI , i.e. the first parent chooses an
I

I

individual with the minimal value of expression s w - s m ,
but selection is made from only a limited ratio of population
r pI Crossover. The crossover operator is applied to every
E

gene element of the first parent with the probability p c . The
crossover itself proceeds only between gene elements of
mating parents according to formula





X 3E  X 1E  X 2E  X 1E  rcE

Table 2, rc is a ratio of crossover of the first parent defined
in this gene element, the lower index ―1‖ denotes the gene
element of the first parent, the index ―2‖ the second parent
and the index ―3‖ denotes the child of both parents. The gene
element of the second parent is selected randomly, but it is of
the same gene as the gene element of the first parent.

 U - r

E
E
m , rm



(7)

where X stands for all parameters of the gene element,
U a, b is a random variable with uniform probability
E
distribution in the interval [a; b] , X new
is the value of the
E
parameter after mutation, X old
is the original value of the
E
E
parameter, and X max
( X min
) is the maximal (minimal)
allowed bit element value of the parameter in Table 2.

Duplication. The duplication operator is applied to every
gene element with probability puE = quE . The gene element
is duplicated with the same value of all parameters, with the
only exception being that the values of parameter q uE of both
gene elements are divided by the coefficient 2 in order to
inhibit the exponential growth of bit elements.
Deletion. The deletion operator is applied to every gene
element with probability p dE = q dE . It means that the gene
element is removed from the gene. By using deletion and
duplication operators the degree of polyploidity is controlled.
Replacement of Individuals. For every individual the
parameter of a life strength – L is defined. When the
individual is created, its life strength L is set to one, and in
every generation it is multiplied by the coefficient cL defined
as





cL  1 - cdP 1  w f .

(8)

Evidently, through evolution a less fit individual causes a
greater decrease in L. In every generation all X P parameters
are evaluated, and by using the above listed genetic operators
N pP .rrP new individuals are created. Then a randomly
selected individual is ―killed‖ with probability (1-L). This
process of eliminating individuals is repeated until only N pP
individuals survive in the population.
V. CASE STUDY - COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

(6)

where X stands for all parameters of a gene element, see
E



E
E
E
E
X new
 X old
 X max
 X min

In this section we present a realistic example - case study
with a relatively small extent so that the exact optimal
solution can be calculated by total enumeration of 12 (about
500 million) variants of feasible timetables. Let’s suppose we
have 10 events (lectures or seminars) E1, E2,…, E10 and 3
teachers T1, T2 and T3. Teacher T1 is teaching events E1, E2,
E3, teacher T2 is teaching events E4, E5, E6 and teacher T3 is
teaching events E7, E8, E9, E10. The clash matrix for such a
schedule is shown in Table 3.
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TABLE 3. Clash Matrix for Teachers

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10

E1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E2
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E4
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0

E5
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0

E6
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

E7
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
1

E8
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
1
1

TABLE 6. Teacher Time Preferences

E9 E10
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 1
0 1
1 0

T1
T2
T3

E2
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
0
1

E3
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1

E4
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1

E5
1
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1

E6
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

E7
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1

E8
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

E9
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

E10
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
0
0
0

d
4
4
6

Then the ratio of satisfaction for T1 is 0, the ratio of
satisfaction for T2 is 0.833, and the ratio for T3 is 0.375.
Therefore, the total value of the objective function z = 1.208.
G. Decoding Chromosome
We have 10 events and 12 time-room, slots so the
chromosome for such a simple timetable will have 22 genes.
Let’s suppose that after evaluation the gene values of
parameters are:
TABLE 8. Chromosome
Part
A
Var
E1 E2 E3 E4
E5
E6
0.36
Value 0.45 0.13 0.22 0.87 0.74
B
G1
G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8
0.54 0.63 0.71 0.31 0.48 0.45 0.14 0.18

The clash matrix for students and teachers is then calculated
as cij  max{cijT .cijS } where cijT is a clash matrix element for
teachers and cijS is a clash matrix element for students. The
purpose of the room acceptance matrix A is to determine
which events can be scheduled in particular rooms. Each
element of the clash matrix aij is a binary variable aij {0;1}.
If aij = 1, then event Ej can be scheduled in the room Ri. Let’s
suppose we have two rooms R1 and R2. Events E1, E2, E3, E4,
E5, E6 can be scheduled in room R1 and E4, E5, E6, E7, E8, E9,
E10 can be scheduled in room R2. A sample room acceptance
matrix for such a schedule is shown in Table 5.
TABLE 5. Room Acceptance Matrix

R1
R2

c
3
3
5

Event
E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10
TR-Slo R1M R1M R1M R1M R1M R2M R2M R2M R2M R2M
t
1
2
3
4
6
1
6
4
2
5

TABLE 4. Clash Matrix for Students
E1
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
1

b
0
2
3

TABLE 7. Time-Room Slot Assignments

Now, suppose there are four students (or groups of students)
S1, S2, S3 and S4. Student S1 is attending events E1, E3, E5, E10,
student S2 is attending events E2, E3, E6, E8, student S3 is
attending events E1, E4, E5, E9 and student S4 is attending
events E2, E4, E7, E10. A sample clash matrix for such
schedule is shown in Table 4.

E1
E2
E3
E4
E5
E6
E7
E8
E9
E10

a
0
1
2

E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

In order to demonstrate the calculation of the objective
function, let’s suppose we have teacher time preferences as
described in Table 6, and time-room slots are assigned to
events as shown in Table 7.

E7 E8 E9 E10
0.88 0.99 0.67 0.01
G9 G10 G11 G12
0.42 0.37 0.94 0.39

First, events must be sorted according to the values of their
parameters in the chromosome (part A), and as a result the
order is E10, E2, E3, E6, E1, E9, E5, E4, E7, E8. The time-room
slots have to be sorted according to the values of their
parameters in the part B of the chromosome, so the order will
be G7, G8, G4, G10, G12, G9, G6, G5, G1, G2, G3, G11. The
process of assigning time-room slots is depicted in Table 9.
The selected time-room slot for each event is marked by the
symbol X, and time-room slots used for previous events have
a grey background
In the first step, we first assigned time-room slot G7 to the
first event, E10. In the second step we should assign G8 to E2,
however G8 corresponds to room R2 which is not suitable for
E2, therefore the next suitable time-room slot must be
selected, i.e. G4. In the third step, we should first assign
unused time-room slot G8 to E3, but again, G8 corresponds to
room R2 which is not suitable for E3, so the first suitable
time-room slot for E3 is G6.
In the fourth step we can finally assign the skipped
time-room slot G8 to E6. We continue this way until either all
of the events are assigned or any remaining events cannot be
assigned to a suitable time-room slot. In this example, the last
event E8 cannot be assigned to any suitable time room slot,
and as a result the high penalty coefficient will be added to
the objective function (2). The final timetable according to
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the chromosome provided in the example will be: E1→G5, X‘
A
E2→G4, E3→G6, E4→G9, E5→G12, E6→G8, E7→G11, Var E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10
E8→Unassigned, E9→G10, E10→G7, where symbol → stands Val 0.96 0.78 0.46 0.45 0.00 0.15 0.63 0.58 0.93 0.48
for „is assigned to―.
rmE 0.87 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.55 0.42 0.12 0.88 0.04 0.65
TABLE 9. Building Timetable
G7 G8 G4 G11 G12 G9 G6 G5 G1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

E10 X
E2
E3
E6
E1
E9
E5
E4
E7
E8

B
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12
0.02 0.98 0.85 0.80 0.43 0.61 0.27 0.34 0.42 0.31 0.35 0.80
1.00 0.08 0.40 0.62 0.98 0.83 0.86 0.43 0.27 0.61 0.66 0.10

G2 G3 G11

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

H. Evolution Process of the Self-adaptive GA
The structure of the proposed genetic algorithm is complex,
and therefore it would be very confusing trying to
demonstrate the evolution cycle with all of the parameters
(there would be over 600 parameters in a single chromosome
for this optimization problem). Therefore, for the purpose of
this demonstration we have simplified the structure of the
genetic algorithm so that all of the main principles remain
and the size of the chromosome is still manageable. Here,
each gene has just single a gene element, and each gene
element contains just 2 parameters: one parameter for
optimized variable and one control parameter (radius of
mutation). From all of the defined genetic operators, only
mutation is used. All of the other control parameters and
genetic operators are based on the same principle.Let us
suppose that we have the following chromosome in the
population which should be mutated:
X
A
Var E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10
Val 0.96 0.78 0.46 0.45 0.13 0.15 0.63 0.58 0.93 0.48
rmE 0.87 0.94 0.95 0.96 0.90 0.42 0.12 0.88 0.04 0.65
B
G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12
0.02 0.98 0.85 0.80 0.33 0.61 0.27 0.34 0.42 0.31 0.35 0.82
1.00 0.08 0.40 0.62 0.88 0.83 0.86 0.43 0.27 0.61 0.66 0.12

Each gene in the chromosome will be mutated with a
probability of mutation pm = 0.1 (mutated genes are
highlighted). Gene value after mutation is calculated using
formula (5). Note that each gene has defined its own value of

rmE This means that each gene will be mutated with a different
random value. Also note that it is not only the optimized
E

variable which mutates, but that control parameter rm is also
mutated at the same time. After mutation we get the
following chromosome:

I. Solving real timetable
Finally, we tested the proposed model on the real timetabling
problem at Silesian University in Opava – School of Business
Administration in Karvina. The problem size and its structure
can be characterized by the values of parameters: number of
rooms nR = 43, number of events nL = 705, number of
students nS = 1807, number of teachers nT = 112, number of
time slots nM = 60, and number of time-room slots nG = 2580.
We ran the genetic algorithm for that model and it was
terminated when there was no increase in fitness fiction for
1000 generations, which took about 5 hours on a PC with a
2 GHz processor. The final timetable satisfied all of the hard
constraints, i.e. there were no time conflicts for the teachers
and all of the events were placed in acceptable rooms.
VI. CONCLUSION
A special version of the genetic algorithm has been applied
on a real world CTP for which a manual feasible solution is
already available. It has been shown through an extensive
simulation that by incorporating certain combinatorial and
domain specific operators the search efficiency of the
evolutionary algorithm is significantly enhanced. By
comparing the genetic algorithm with the manual solution it
is evident that the technique satisfies all of the hard
constraints of the problem and achieves a significantly better
score in satisfying the soft constraints, and therefore its
performance is superior. However, the algorithm is
computationally complex when compared to other GA based
benchmark heuristics. Furthermore, in order to verify the
efficiency and robustness of the algorithm, it should be tested
on different real world timetable problems. The algorithm
can also be adapted to solve other CTP and scheduling
problems. In the process of developing CTP through genetic
algorithms, all hard and soft constraints are satisfied and
significant results are obtained. However, the computational
time required is appreciably large. The future work entails the
development of well-known heuristics and neuro-fuzzy
genetic or rough fuzzy genetic techniques which can reduce
the underlying computational complexity so that the quality
of the solutions is significantly enhanced. Another area for
future research is a parallel representation of the genetic
algorithm. Genetic algorithms are naturally parallel so the
implementation can be straightforward. A parallel structure
can be used in which there is one master genetic algorithm
and Na slave genetic algorithms. This master genetic
algorithm is responsible for performing genetic operators and
creating a new generation, while the slave genetic algorithms
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just calculate the value of the fitness function presented by [12] A. Gunawan, K. M. Ng and K.L. Poh, Solving the Teacher
Assignment-Course Scheduling Problem by a Hybrid
the master genetic algorithm. In each generation, the master
Algorithm. International Journal of Computer and Information
genetic algorithm distributes Np/Na tasks (individuals) to each
Engineering, 1 (2) (2007), pp. 137–142
slave genetic algorithm. The master genetic algorithm
communicates with the slave genetic algorithms by TCP/IP [13] A. Gunawan, K. M. Ng and K.L. Poh, A Mathematical
programming Model for a Timetabling Problem, Computers
protocol. Using parallel representation for the proposed
and Operations Research, 39, (2012), pp.3074-3088.
genetic algorithm allows us to solve large scale timetabling
problems, especially when using a supercomputer which is [14] S. A. Kazarlis, A. G. Bakirtzis and V. Petridis, ―A Genetic
Algorithm Solution to the Unit Commitment Problem‖, IEEE
being built within the framework of the National
Transactions on Power Systems, Vol.11, No.1, (1996),
Supercomputing Centre, IT4 Innovations Centre of
pp.83-92.
Excellence project.
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